I. Vocabulary / 20%

1. If something is portable, it can be easily _______.
   (A) bought (B) carried (C) stolen (D) manufactured

2. The dancer's show was great. Everyone at the show _____ for her.
   (A) clapped (B) worried (C) bowed (D) attended

3. His brother always looks _______ after work.
   (A) try (B) tired (C) cold (D) short

4. A TV series is a number of _______ programs.
   (A) live (B) different (C) related (D) scientific

5. The water in the sea was so cold, so we just _______ on the beach.
   (A) went sailing (B) went surfing (C) went swimming (D) went jogging

6. When I was walking along the street in the moonlight, my body cast a long _______ on the street.
   (A) light (B) Step (C) hand (D) shadow

7. Jack has been trained as an engineer. No wonder he _______ in engineering.
   (A) trains (B) specializes (C) enforces (D) casts

8. The first section _______ as an overview of the whole book.
   (A) serves (B) tells (C) describes (D) plays

9. Europeans and North Americans are sometimes not _______ to the business customs of Asia.
   (A) supposed (B) used (C) realted (D) expected

10. If the hotel can't _______ the handicapped members of our tour group, then we will have to search for different lodging.
    (A) accomplish (B) account (C) accustom (D) accommodate

II. Grammar / 20%

11. My teacher, Mr. Brown, _______ very nice (好的).
    (A) is (B) am (C) are (D) be

12. Do you have _______ flour? I want to make an apple pie.
    (A) a bag (B) any (C) no (D) not

13. A: Is this cute pencil case _______ Johnny?  B: Yes, today is his birthday.
    (A) from (B) in (C) for (D) about

14. What _______ you plan _______ this weekend?
    (A) are; to do (B) do; doing (C) are; doing (D) do; to do

15. The students _______ singing and dancing in the classroom.
    (A) plan (B) practice (C) need (D) want

16. Henry: _______ Linda and Sharon _______ big eyes?
    (A) Do, have (B) Does; have (C) Are; having (D) Is; having

17. Jessica is _______ in the movie Harry Potter.
    (A) interest (B) interested (C) interesting (D) to interest

18. In order to rent space here on regular basis, you'll need _______ from the board of directors.
    (A) permit (B) permission (C) to permit (D) permitted

19. I asked Kevin to call _______ he reaches his destination. We can finalize details at that time.
    (A) which (B) where (C) when (D) while
20. It would be wonderful to take the children to the zoo ______ a beautiful summer day like today.
   (A) at    (B) in    (C) to    (D) on

III. Dialogue / 30%

   (A) Your name is on the pencil box.  (B) Who bought it for you?
   (C) Mine is next to it, right?  (D) You gave it to me for my birthday. Remember?

22. Megan: Didn’t you plan to go shopping with me? Eric: Sorry. ______
   (A) I want to buy something.  (B) I need to take care of my brother. He’s sick.
   (C) I plan to go shopping until afternoon.  (D) I’m hungry. I skipped breakfast again.

23. A: What’s your brother’s name? B: ______
   (A) It’s 3322-5989.  (B) He’s fine. And you?  (C) Terry white.  (D) Her name is Nancy.

   (A) Yes, elephants can.  (B) No, elephants can’t.
   (C) Elephants can carry it.  (D) Elephants can.

25. Albert: Don’t your brothers play basketball with you on Sundays? Victor: ______ They are too busy.
   (A) No, they don’t play baseball on Sundays.  (B) No, they don’t.
   (C) Yes, they like basketball.  (D) Yes, they can play well.

26. Bob: How often do you go to the department store? Helen: ______
   (A) Two hours a week.  (B) In my free time.
   (C) Usually at 10:00 a.m.  (D) Once or twice a month.

27. Xavier: How do you go to school? Jose: ______ It’s a ten-minute walk.
   (A) By MRT.  (B) By train.  (C) By bus.  (D) On foot.

28. I’ll ask Dad ______
   (A) to buy a camera for me  (B) driving me to the park
   (C) to take me to the movie theater  (D) give me two thousand dollars

29. Joy: Nice to see you again. Alice: ______
   (A) Nice to see you, too.  (B) How do you do?
   (C) What’s your name?  (D) I’m fine. How about you?

30. Ivy: ______ Peter: Sure. I want some black tea, please.
   (A) Which drink do you need?  (B) Do you need some drinks?
   (C) Is the black tea here expensive?  (D) Do you like black tea?

IV. Reading Comprehension / 30%

1. All green-tag items are 15% off. Yellow-tag items are 20% off.
   Open a Planet’s charge card today and save an additional 10%

31. Where would you see this sign?
   (A) An coffee shop  (B) A church  (C) A fitness center  (D) A department store
32. What is the purpose of the sign?
   (A) To explain discounts    (B) To estimate weight loss    (C) To teach math    (D) To tell sizes

(II) All sandwiches come with cheese, egg, honey mustard and tomato.
Optional toppings 30 cents each:
mushrooms, cucumbers, butter, olives.

33. How many toppings come automatically?
   (A) None    (B) Three    (C) Four    (D) Five

34. Where would you see this note?
   (A) A steak house    (B) A vegetarian restaurant    (C) A fast-food restaurant    (D) A pub

(III) We all know about grapes. We see them everywhere. They may be small or large, green or red, or even black. If we pick grapes and leave them to dry in the sun, they become raisins. If we press the grapes, we have grape juice. The juice is good to drink, or we can make it into wine. A few years ago, doctor told us that if older people drink a glass of red wine each day, it will help them have healthy hearts.

In the 1920s, a woman in South Africa wrote a book called The Grape Cure. This woman, Johanna Brandt, said that she had cured her stomach cancer with grapes. In her book, she described many other ways “the grape cure” could help people. There are many places in Europe that offer to help people become healthy with grapes. We may be learning only now that grapes are beneficial to our health, but ancient people knew this very well. In some places, a doctor would use medicine only if he could not find wine or grapes to give to his patients. Pure grape juice can be used to feed a baby if the mother does not have enough milk in her body. Our bodies easily take in the sugar in grapes, so grapes can give us a quick source of energy. Who could imagine that such a small, simple fruit that is so sweet and tasty would also be such a powerful medicine?

35. What is the main idea of this passage?
   (A) The grape cure is very popular in Europe.
   (B) Grapes are much more than just delicious fruits.
   (C) Drinking a glass of wine a day is good for your heart.
   (D) In some places, ancient people used grapes as medicine.
( ) 36. What does the underlined word “cured” means for the patient?
   (A) gets sicker  (B) gets weaker  (C) feels bad  (D) gets well

( ) 37. Why are grapes a quick source of energy?
   (A) Their sugar is easy to use.  (B) Their taste is very sweet.
   (C) They are a sort of medicine.  (D) They taste just like milk.

( ) 38. Which of the following statement about grapes is NOT true?
   (A) Grapes come in different colors.  (B) Pure grape juice is harmful to babies.
   (C) Dried grapes are called raisins.  (D) Grapes can be found in many places.

( ) 39. Which of the following statements about Johanna Brandt is TRUE?
   (A) She died of stomach cancer.  (B) She lived in South America.
   (C) She wrote the book, The Grape Cure.  (D) She stopped people from eating grapes.

( ) 40. Where are you likely to read this passage in?
   (A) sports club  (B) beauty salon  (C) health magazine  (D) business journal